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Abstract

Conditions for a correlated cumulative shock model under which the system failure
time is HNBUE are given. It is shown that the proof of a theorem given by Sumita
and Shanthikumar (1985) relative to this property is not correct and a correct proof
of the theorem is given.
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1. Introduction
Sumita and Shanthikumar (1985) have proved some interesting results on a correlated

cumulative shock model. We use their notation and terminology. Let (Xn , Yn ) , n = 0, 1, 2, ...
be a sequence of independently and identically distributed pairs of random variables. We
assume the system to be new at time t = 0, and the magnitude X; of the nth shock is
correlated only with the time interval Yn since the (n - 1)th shock and does not affect future
events. Theorem 3.A5 of their paper establishes conditions on the variables l':. and X n for the
system failure time Sv the time until the magnitude of a shock exceeds a prespecified level z.
to belong to the HNBUE class. But the proof given by the authors is not correct. In Section 2
of this paper we give a proof of this theorem. In Section 3 we discuss the proof given by
Sumita and Shanthikumar, and show that the inequality on which Theorem 3.A5 is based is
not correct. Conditions on X n are expressed in terms of the HNBUE property, so the
conclusion is that S, is HNBUE if both renewal processes Yn and X; are HNBUE.

2. The HNB DE property
In this section we give conditions on the shocks arrival and shock magnitudes processes,

under which S, satisfies the HNBUE property.
The renewal process {Mx(x), x > O} associated with the sequence (Xn ) has a renewal

function given by

(2.1) L F<;>(x) = 1 + Hx(x),
n=O

(2.2)

if at time t = °there is a renewal, see Cinlar (1975).
For x > 0, the random variable Mx(x) is HNBUE if

ex: { Hx(x) }k
~k P{Mx(x) > n} ~ {I + Hx(x)} 1 + Hx(x) .
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The random variable X is said to be right tail better than new in Y, denoted by
RTBN(X IY), if P(X > x I Y > y) ~ P(X > x) for all x and y.

We now state Theorem 3.A5 of Sumita and Shanthikumar (1985).

Theorem 1. Suppose
(i) Yn is HNBUE, n = 1, 2, ... ,

(ii) for x > 0, the random variable Mx(x) is HNBUE, and
(iii) RTBN (Xn I Yn ) , n = 1, 2, ....
Then S, is HNBUE for all z > o.
Proof The proof follows on the lines given in [3], where the following inequality is

obtained:

(2.3) rW(z, r) dt ~ i: F<;)(z)r{F~+l)( r) - F~)( r)} dt.
I n=O I

To arrive here the hypothesis (iii) has been used.
The integrand can be rearranged to get

(2.4) rW(z, r) dt ~ i: {F<;)(z) - F<;+l)(Z)}rF~+l)( r) dt.
I n=O I

Now we use the hypothesis (i). The HNBUE property implies

(2.5) f F(n+l)(r) dt z;f G(n+l)(r) dt,

for all t ~o and n ~o, where G(u) = 1- exp {-u/1]y} is the exponential distribution with
mean 1]y.

Substituting (2.5) in (2.4), using the property that the sequence (F~)(z)), n = 0,1, .. , is
decreasing in n for all z ~ 0, and rearranging the right-hand side we get

(2.6) fW(z, r) dt ~ ~o (f {c(n+l)( r) - c(n)( r)} dt )F<;)(Z)

00 n ( t )k 1
~ L L 1]y exp (-t/1]y) - ,F~)(z)

n=O k=O 1]y k.

00 ( t )k 1 00

=1]yexp(-t/1]y)L - ,LF~)(z).
k=O 1]y k. n=k

Now using the hypothesis (ii) and the equality E(Sz) = 1]y{l+ Hx(z)}, we obtain

rW(z, r)dr~E(Sz)exp(-t/E(Sz»,
I

for all t ~ 0,(2.7)

completing the proof.

If the arrival process is dominated in the sense of the following corollary, then conditions
(ii) and (iii) of the theorem are sufficient for S, to be HNBUE. This condition substitutes the
HNBUE property on Yn to get that S, be HNBUE.

Corollary. If N1(t) is a renewal process of arrivals and N(t) is a Poisson process with the
same mean, and the following inequality is satisfied:

f~P{Nl(X) = n} dx ~rP{N(x) = n} dx
I I

then s, is HNBUE.
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(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.4)

(3.5)

3. Comments

1. The inequality (3.11) in [3] is not true in general. If Fy is a gamma distribution with index
a = 2 and parameter f3 = 2, then the survival function can be expressed as

Ey(t) = e-tll~l (~:)i =e-tlt(l + (3t).
i=O l.

As a > 1, F is IFR and therefore HNBUE. But this distribution does not satisfy the
equation (3.11) in [3]. For example, take n = 1 in this expression to getr{ECj;)(x) - E\!)(x)} dx ~ e-t(l + t)

where F(2) is a gamma distribution with index 4 and parameter 2, using- equation (3.1) the
expression (3.2) is
(3.3) e-2/(1 + 2t + 2t2 + 2t3 /3) ~ e-/(l + t)

and this inequality is not true for t = 1. The value of the left-hand side of equation (3.3) is
0.766899938 while the value on the right-hand side is 0.7357588824.

2. We have interpreted condition (ii) of Theorem 3.A5 in [3] in terms of the ageing
property of the renewal process associated to the sequence X n , that must be HNBUE too.

3. The inequality (3.11) in [3] cannot be obtained from [2]. Klefsjo proved the inequalityril(x)dx~rS(x)dx

where Hand S are the distribution functions of a shock model with arrivals according to a
counting process M(t) and a homogeneous pure birth process M1(t), respectively.

The inequality (3.4) is equivalent to

~oPk[f P{M(x) = k}dx - f P{M1(x) = k}dx ] ~O,

but obviously this does not imply (3.11) in [3].
4. If it is supposed that Yn has an exponential distribution with mean 1/ A, n = 1, 2, ... then

the proof given in [3] is valid.
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